
REVOLUTION IN COLLABORATION
We collaborated when we were drawing in caves - but you had to be there to see and interact

We did collaborate with books and print - but over distances it is slow and time consuming
Email shortened the distance - but it is so iterative and back and forth

Screen sharing and VOIP allowed sharing over a distance - but it is so one-sided

With Reactiv your team can finally be working together with no boundaries or limitations

WHAT IS REACTIV?  Reactiv SUITE combines the simplicity of manipulating and writing on 
paper with the digital ability to share and communicate effortlessly.

Creates a Digital Table where multiple remote users can access and push content and documents onto.
All users can simultaneously markup content within the digital table to markup and capture decisions that arise in 
the flow of a meeting in real time. 
The software renders these documents as pieces of paper that can be manipulated on this digital table and 
seamlessly tracks the changes, manages and archives different versions of the documents.



Define a new workflow 
Assemble and revise documents in a whole new way. Rip out pages 
from multiple content files and re-assemble them into something 
new. Mark-up documents using a pen, not a computer. Save clicks 
along the way.

Save time 
Our goal is to save every team member 45 minutes, for every hour-
long meeting.  All of the hassles involved in setting up meetings, 
managing content, distributing notes and sharing decisions will be 
streamlined.  Save clicks along the way.

Security of Data
With Reactiv, your digital content stays exactly where you want: 
the cloud, your company server, your personal device or even a 
USB stick. Your data is stored on your terms which simplifies IT 
compliance and enterprise roll-out.

Share information naturally
A digital table that allows your team to open and share all their 
content (Word, Powerpoint, Excel, MP4, PDF, JPEG, GIF... ) on one 
screen as an individual piece of paper.  Save clicks needed to 
navigate between various documents.

Minimal UI 
Reactiv dramatically reduces the number of clicks, buttons, ribbons 
and clutter that is the norm. Become an expert in minutes and 
achieve gains in productivity. Capture your ideas, see suggestions 
from your team and distribute notes, in one click.

Blazingly fast 
Reactiv is as fast as you can think!  Every action and task occurs 
within three seconds.

REACTIV - THE REVOLUTIONARY SOLUTION

TRADITIONAL COLLABORATION  IS NOT THE ANSWER

TIRED OF THE MEETING MADNESS?
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Start VOIP call session, upload, email attachments, send Instant Message, open windows
Arrange desktop, Share desktop, Watch PASSIVELY
No Real Time ability to collect/collate changes to content or efficiently capture decisions
Clicks, clicks, clicks, infinite clicks - enormous waste of time 

Ineffective collaboration results in the loss of productivity, time, and results in poor decisions.
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SCRIBBLE
Evolution of Brainstorming

• Layout & Plan
• Ideate & Envison
• Write & Formulate

STAGE
Evolution of Storytelling
• Present & Show
• Review & Engage
• Ink & Markup

HUDDLE
Evolution of Communication

• Local & Remote
• Share & Distribute

• Detailed Design
• Type & Create

At Your Desk

The software platform is comprised of multiple components that work in a single ecosystem defined by the type of meeting: presenting, 
ideation, brainstorming and project management to name a few.

ENHANCED WORKFLOW

You want to improve your workflow? Use the right tool. You want THE BEST WORKFLOW? Combine all of the features of STAGE and 
SCRIBBLE. These apps work together seamlessly, allowing you to capture the attention, and your team to unleash their creativity.

Using the right Software for the right meeting makes your entire workflow better. Period.

Which Reactiv SUITE app should I use?

SCRIBBLE
Content Creation

STAGE
Content Consumption

Present
Present common types and formats 
of content effortlessly

Markup
Markup & Ink common documents 

Easily Compare
Easily compare a number of 
documents and auto arrange them 
side-by-side

Brainstorm
Brainstorm an idea, sketch, 
draw and express your thoughts

Create  Layout
Create a layout from existing 
content, rip and copy pages 
from documents

Manage Project
Map a process from scratch, 
watch progress 

Export Layout
Share any section of the canvas  
by selection and convert to PDF

Focus Attention
Curate and have your audience 
focus on a single document or 
message

Discuss
Discuss and easily manipulate  
existing documents

 For more information, ask your Ricoh representative or click Contact Us via our website.

 Go to www.ricoh.ca/products



Reactiv STAGE is a powerful storytelling and presentation tool that allows a team to focus on the narrative 
instead of managing the content.  STAGE is designed to open, render, and present any of the common files 
that we routinely use to present information.
Whether you are giving a lecture, training a team, pitching a product to your clients, Reactiv STAGE will get 
your message through.

SAVE 45% OF YOUR TIME IN MEETINGS

AND GET 
YOUR MESSAGE 

THROUGH

Open Any File
Open common types of files natively: Word, Powerpoint, Excel, 
MP4, PDF, JPEG, GIF etc.

Markup and Native Inking
STAGE allows teams to embed “native ink” into many different 
types of documents like Word or PowerPoint files.

Revision Management
Automatically save a new file with date and time stamps during 
the meeting.  Reduces the headaches involved in renaming 
and managing different versions of files that were generated at 
different times during a meeting.

Manage Additional Displays
Our projector and secondary screen integration allows 
teams to easily extend or mirror your display with simple 
gestures.

Enhanced Video Playback
Open any video, resize it, zoom in or out, and manage 
playback instantly. Even annotate on the video and save 
scenes with the timestamp.

Arrange & Compare
Easily arrange and compare any number of documents, 
files, and videos side by side instantly.  
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TRAINING

MEDICAL

CORPORATE SALES

DESIGN

ADAPTED TO YOUR WORKFLOW

Reactiv STAGE is so simple that your team doesn’t need training, so powerful it handles your demanding workflow. No matter what work you do.

EDUCATION

Share any type of content with your class, easily explain complex process, 
and don’t waste time.

Compile and present all your digital files and content seamlessly, clear the 
noise and get your students to focus.

Easily present and compare your media, annotate them, no additional 
software, no training, and no particular skills needed.

Compare pictures, video, documents, annotate them, keep track of 
changes and evolution, from your tablet, laptop, or Interactive Whiteboard.

Presents and communicate to a large audience using a podium or in a 
boardroom, from a broadcast to a sermon.

Have a deeper understanding of your customer, seamlessly present your 
products and get your message through.

 For more information, ask your Ricoh representative or click Contact Us via our website.

 Go to www.ricoh.ca/products



Reactiv SCRIBBLE is a whiteboard that serves as a powerful brainstorming and layout tool. Its main feature 
is an infinite canvas that teams can use to create a layout that combines a variety of different file types and 
natural writing into meaningful pages that can be shared.

Infinite Canvas
Documents, pictures, videos and a myriad of files can be 
placed on an infinite canvas and layered with natural writing. 
Document your ideas and vision without boundaries.

Smart Rip
As if you were working with paper, you can easily rip out 
pages from any type of document and arrange them into 
custom layouts. 

Powerful Pagination
Dynamically create PDF pages in the middle of a meeting and 
share important sections that are relevant with the team. 

PDF

Smart Insert
Create new writing space anywhere on the canvas by 
moving existing content to the left, right, above, and below. 

Multi Stylus Support
Multiple users can collaborate & annotate on the same screen 
on the same document or multiple documents simultaneously.

Work with Any File
Collaborate & annotate using all common types of 
documents, even web content, effortlessly.

SAVE 45% OF YOUR TIME IN MEETINGS

AND GET 
YOUR MESSAGE 
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EDUCATIONTRAINING

MEDICAL

CORPORATE SALES

DESIGN

ADAPTED TO YOUR WORKFLOW

Reactiv SCRIBBLE is so simple that your team doesn’t need training, so powerful it handles your demanding workflow. No matter what work you do.

Create a new brochure, update existing documents, or brainstorm a project 
with a customer.

Create lesson plan or derive complicated formula, leveraging the infinite 
canvas of Reactiv SCRIBBLE.

Gather your team, create layouts for: brochures, web pages, presentations, 
in minutes and keep track of the changes to share them easily.

Ideate complex design, map your website user-flow, brainstorm around a 
new web-page design, a brochure, a process...

Compare, annotate, prepare a process, keep track of changes and 
evolution, all from your tablet, laptop, or Interactive Whiteboard.

Easily map or brainstorm your next training session using all your media, 
decompose any process or action during the session.

 For more information, ask your Ricoh representative or click Contact Us via our website.

 Go to www.ricoh.ca/products


